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Suggestions For Head and Meat
1.

Taking Horns and Cape home
a) Taking on airplane. Do not recommend taking horns this way. If you take the frozen capes
with you on the airline, it is much cheaper, and we can ship the horns.
b) We have boxes and everything you need to ship horns to your taxidermist or your home.
c) We can ship both horns and cape. This is extremely expensive! Around $350.00. Next day
air for the cape and oversized box is the cost. If you take the cape on the airline, and we
ship the horns, the cost is minimal ($50.00) or less. Allow 12x12 (estimate) in your luggage
to take frozen cape home.
d) If you should happen to take your animal, the last hour, on the last day, getting it caped and
frozen is not feasible. The locker plant cannot get it done in time.

2. The majority of our clients donate the meat. It is terribly expensive to ship. If you do decide to
do this, you still have to pay for the processing. It goes to the soup kitchen or the Christmas
basket in our area.
3. There is an opportunity for sausage and jerky at the local locker plant. You can check with the
locker plant on this when you drop off the animal.
4. There are no facilities for you to process the animals. All animals will go to the locker plant
unless you are taking them home whole.
5. For those hunters harvesting an Elk, we highly recommend driving. Getting the horns and meat
home is extremely expensive. We do not have enough freezers to store that amount of meat,
and the locker plants have a week deadline on storage of meat. If you plan to donate the meat
and have the horns and cape taken to our local taxidermist, then flying is a feasible option.

If you have any questions about anything on this suggestion page, just call or email. We are
happy to give you any advice and explain your options. Planning these details ahead of time,
can save you a lot of money in transporting your head and meat home.

